Combined electronic structure/molecular dynamics approach for ultrafast infrared spectroscopy of dilute HOD in liquid H2O and D2O.
We present a new approach that combines electronic structure methods and molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the infrared spectroscopy of condensed phase systems. This approach is applied to the OH stretch band of dilute HOD in liquid D2O and the OD stretch band of dilute HOD in liquid H2O for two commonly employed models of water, TIP4P and SPC/E. Ab initio OH and OD anharmonic transition frequencies are calculated for 100 HOD x (D2O)n and HOD x(H2O)n (n = 4-9) clusters randomly selected from liquid water simulations. A linear empirical relationship between the ab initio frequencies and the component of the electric field from the solvent along the bond of interest is developed. This relationship is used in a molecular dynamics simulation to compute frequency fluctuation time-correlation functions and infrared absorption line shapes. The normalized frequency fluctuation time-correlation functions are in good agreement with the results of previous theoretical approaches. Their long-time decay times are 0.5 ps for the TIP4P model and 0.9 ps for the SPC/E model, both of which appear to be somewhat too fast compared to recent experiments. The calculated line shapes are in good agreement with experiment, and improve upon the results of previous theoretical approaches. The methods presented are simple, and transferable to more complicated systems.